FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

McCloskey International and McCloskey Washing Systems
Showcase New Products at Hillhead
Buxton Quarry show features the launch of latest additions to product ranges
PETERBOROUGH, ON –May 15, 2018– Hillhead 2018 visitors will get a first look at McCloskey
International’s new compact jaw crusher – the J35 - in Buxton Quarry June 26-28, 2018. The spotlight is
also turned onto the newest product from McCloskey Washing Systems, the AGGSTORM™ 150, which
will be displayed on the McCloskey stand across from the Rock Processing Demo area.
BIG PERFORMANCE – SMALL FOOTPRINT
On display at Stand L1, the new J35 compact jaw crusher
has recently completed field testing. The J35 compact jaw
crusher is the perfect solution for projects with small
footprints but big requirements.
This versatile, mobile crusher nimbly moves around in
small spaces, continuing to track while crushing. The J35’s
small footprint is uniquely suited to the demolition and
asphalt recycling, aggregates and smaller scale construction projects. Less than 2.5m wide, the crushers
can be transported easily from site to site.
AGGSTORM™ ROLLS IN TO HILLHEAD
The McCloskey AGGSTORM™ range takes washing to the next level by providing robust and reliable
equipment for the most challenging applications.
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The AGGSTORM™150 is a modular
designed plant to remove harsh, claybound material from natural and crushed
gravel, stone and ore feeds that cannot
be removed by rinsing or screening
alone.
The log shafts rotate in opposite directions and are timed to obtain an overlap of the paddle shoes for
maximum scrubbing action.
The AGGSTORM™’s design features ensure smart performance in the harshest environments, and it is an
effective solution to be used in the aggregate, C&D Waste Recycling and mining industries.
With a larger stand across from the demo area, Hillhead 2018 is seen as the perfect opportunity for
McCloskey International to announce, show, and demonstrate products from each of their lines. The
exhibition grounds will be dotted with McCloskey green screeners, crushers, and stackers, including
McCloskey authorized dealer, Aggregates Processing & Recycling Ltd. (AGG-PRO), who will display the
new recirculating compact crusher – the I34R – along with a jaw crusher, stacker and scalping screener
on Stand M10.
The demo area of the show will feature crushing and stockpiling throughout the show. McCloskey
representatives and dealers will be on hand to discuss the products on display and in the demo area.
Over the past twelve months McCloskey International has continued to add new international dealers
across all regions to represent the number of new products that were added to the company’s portfolio.
Many of these dealers will be attending Hillhead 2018, and visitors will be able to connect with them
during the show and after.
-30McCloskey International Limited designs and manufactures innovative crushers, screeners, stacking
conveyors and washing systems. Since 1985, McCloskey International has been exceeding expectations
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with reliable, durable and high performing products. McCloskey equipment is used across industries
including aggregate, mining, construction & demolition, waste management & recycling, landscaping
and composting to help achieve profitable volumes for customers around the world.

For more information contact:
Julie Andras
Global Marketing and Communications Manager
McCloskey International
(705) 295-4925
Mobile: (705) 868-0401
e-mail: jandras@mccloskeyinternational.com
www.mccloskeyinternational.com

Aggstorm is a trade mark of McCloskey International.

